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A few days later there was to be an opportunity to appear before the zoning board

and get permission to zone the property for our use. I thought that i as president

would have to appear before them and take an important part in these proceedings.

T his was a matter I did not look forward to with any pleasure but I was ready to

do whatever was necessary. After different matters connected with buying the

property and with the zoning getting the i zoning permission had been discussed

I said, "Well "It won't be necessary, will it, for me to get go to the Zoning

Committee meeting next week," or, I may have said, "Will it ;be nec.ssuy.."

I do not remember exactly, but I was greatly surprised when both Dr. ?üirray and

the real estate man said, "No, there will be no need of your going." This seemed

to me to indicate that it was his desire that financial and property matters be

definitely in his handa, and if he wished to handle them I certainly had no

objection.

During the next year the suggestion to purchase a list of people who give to

Chn° organizations or who subscribe to a good evangelical magazine was presented

to me as highly desirable. The more I thought of it, the more it seemed it to as

a good thing. I had left Faith and had no desire to enter into public controversy

in any way that would arouse discussion or put as into the position of attacking

Dr. Mclntire or Faith Seminary. Yet I did feel that there were a great many peopèe

who had contributed to Faith through the years,or who had attended its meetings or

in various other ways were aware of me. Dr. Mclntire had often praised me very

highly in in the tzft Christian Beacon I felt there was quite a group of Chn°

people who would have no idea what had become of me and that many of them, if the

cause of the new institution were presented to them, would be ready to become donors.

ZIt seemed to me that these paper would forget within a few years at most would

forget all about me and my name would not carry much weight with them to get them

interested in the new school, but that at that point it would carry a very considezable

amount #f weight. I knew of no way to reach these people except by purchasing t

lists of subscribers to evangelical magazines or else contributors to Chn°
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